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e are setting up a petition as the residents are kicking off about a patch of grass
banking which is unused and especially at the weekend where there is no room for
parking. We are having cars parking on the grass banking, between SBm and 8am
Monday to Sunday as there is no parking spaces and residents are having to park on
Leybourne road. The car's which are parked up on the corner of Byrley Road are
making it a blind spot for other drivers and people wishing to cross the road. Does
it have to take someone to get hurt for the problem to be solved , many residents
have said "how close they have come to having an accident and how worried they are
for this situation". We think,as residents that the cars which are parked on the grass
banking and the corner of Byrley Road is causing a complete blind spot and one day
is going to cause a bad accident and is endangering many lives (adults and
children alike).As it stands football is not allowed on the grass banking so in the
simplest of terms its just a patch of land doing nothing only getting churned up by
people parking there cars and kids playing football on it. lf this petition gets granted
it would give residents peace of mind to be able to park up outside or near there
own propeties and by taking the congestion off the street,lt would also ensure more
safety for residents and visitors.The next problem is that vans and lorrys are coming
up and down the steet for no reason using it as a short cut and are having to mount
the public footpath because they are to big to get up and down the street,also a
question has been raised how would emergency services ie fire engines get up or
down the street if there was ever a fire.As a friendly and quiet street we would like
this request to go ahead as all of us agree with the issues raised on this petition as
it cannot afford to be ignored because we are putting our lives in danger.
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